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Disentangling molecular alignment and enhanced ionization in intense laser fields
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National Research Council, 100 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1N 0R6

~Received 10 March 1998!

Using circular and linear laser polarization for strong-field dissociative ionization we show that iodine
molecules are rotationally fixed by their own moment of inertia during the dissociative ionization with a 80-fs
pulse. What seems to be alignment of the fragments is created by an enhancement of the ionization rate, which
is strongly dependent on the angle between the molecular axis and the laser electric-field vector. By the
introduced method we can measure the degree of alignment for I2 , Br2 , Cl2, and O2 and independently
estimate the enhancement of the ionization rate for I2. @S1050-2947~99!50105-4#

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Rv, 33.90.1h, 42.50.Vk
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It is widely assumed that small molecules in the gas ph
rapidly align with the laser polarization when illuminated b
intense femtosecond or picosecond pulses@1–4# due to the
torque on the laser-induced molecular dipole moment. T
experimental justification for this assumption is the stro
angular dependence of the exploding fragment distribu
@5–7# during dissociative ionization. Pump-probe expe
ments by others@8# as well as by our group@9# appear to
confirm this interpretation. Based on this experimental e
dence, theoretical description of molecules in strong fie
has concentrated on linear models@3,1,2#. In fact, the evi-
dence has appeared so strong that the angular dependen
the fragments in dissociative ionization experiments has b
quantitatively compared with models for orientational tra
ping of molecules in continuous laser fields@10#.

However, several recent findings have raised doubt
the angular dependence of the fragment distribution
caused by a reorientation of the molecule@11#. It has been
found experimentally that diatomic molecules appear to C
lomb explode at a critical internuclear separation@5,12#,
which is about 1.3 to 2 times the equilibrium internucle
separation. Theoretical models@5,13,14#, supported by ex-
periments@15,16#, explain this anisotropy by an enhanc
ment of the ionization rate for linearly polarized light wit
electric-field vector parallel to the molecular axis (Eir ) com-
pared withE'r . This increase peaks at the ‘‘critical dis
tance’’: while the molecular ion dissociates it reaches a c
cal internuclear separation at which the least bound elec
localizes on one atomic core and the field of the other ato
ion assists the laser field in tunnel ionization of the elonga
molecule. By modeling enhanced ionization classically
has been shown recently that dynamic alignment is unne
sary to account for the anisotropy in the iodine fragme
@17#. It is important to experimentally clarify the degree
molecular alignment, since many phenomena depend on
angle between polarization and molecular axis. Note, inh
tion of reorientation of a molecule often seen in solids@18# is
equivalent to an inertial confinement~demonstrated below!
of heavy molecules in the gas phase.

*Present address: CEA Saclay, DRECAM/SPAM, 91191 Gif
Yvette, France.
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With the following scheme we distinguish unambiguous
between the effects of molecular alignment and angular
pendent ionization rate on the observed anisotropic fragm
distribution.~i! We select a direction for observation of frag
ment ions resulting from dissociative ionization via the g
ometry of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer.~ii ! The
alignment relative to the laser field is controlled by usi
either linearly or circularly polarized light. Alignment alon
a given axis is only possible in linearly polarized light, sin
in circularly polarized light the field vector rotates to
quickly for any molecule to follow, and thus molecules c
only align to a plane. The use of circularly polarized lig
enables the calibration of ionization in the absence of lin
alignment.~iii ! The differences between the observed fra
mentation patterns obtained using linearly polarized lig
with Eir , and circularly polarized light with equal electri
field amplitude, are a quantitative measure for the degre
alignment of molecules in the linearly polarized laser fiel

First, the measuring scheme is established using a m
ecule for which alignment is unlikely, due to large mome
of inertia and low anisotropic polarizability. We chose d
iodomethane (CH2I2) since the two iodine atoms have ju
the critical internuclear separation where the enhancemen
the ionization rate peaks for I2. We confirm that ionization is
mainly dependent on the electric-field component paralle
the axis along the I—I bond. That is, the same dissociativ
ionization signal should be observed for parallel and cir
larly polarized light, provided they have the same maximu
fields.

Second, we study a series of diatomic molecules to de
mine the influence of mechanical and electronic molecu
parameters on alignment. Since I2 shows little alignment~see
below!, we also use the opportunity to quantitatively stu
the ionization enhancement in I2 ~and CH2I2) for linearly
polarized light with polarization axis parallel~versus perpen-
dicular! to the internuclear axis. Furthermore, we show th
laser-induced shielding of Coulomb repulsion by almost io
ized electrons@3# cannot be used to explain experimen
data on the critical distance@19,12# observed in dissociative
ionization experiments.

The experiment is performed@15# with a background
pressure of 331029 mbar at an operating pressure of abo
1027 mbar ~i.e., below the pressure at which space-cha
effects influence the results!. The laser beam~diameter 4 to
r
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12 mm! enters the vacuum chamber through a 6-mm-th
fused silica window. It is focused by a parabolic mirror
50-mm focal length into the 3-cm-long acceleration stage
a time-of-flight ~TOF! mass spectrometer to a focal spot
7.5- to 2.5-mm diameter. The molecular fragments enter t
3-cm-long drift region via a 2-mm entrance hole. This resu
for a TOF voltage of 800 V in an acceptance angle of 2
for the I21-I21 channel.

The linearly polarized laser pulses~625 nm, 130mJ, 80
fs! are transformed into circular polarization by al/4 plate.
The presence~or absence! of a subsequent polarizer allow
us to choose linearly polarized light—either parallel or p
pendicular to the detector axis—~or circularly polarized
light! with equal field amplitude, which is critical to ou
approach. If the laser electric-field component parallel to
molecular axis primarily determines the ionization rate
strong-field ionization, then—in the absence of aligment—
pulse linearly polarized withEir and a circularly polarized
pulse~which has an additional field component of equal a
plitude but phase shifted byp/2 and perpendicular to th
molecular axis! should produce the same fragment ion s
nals at the detector. The light intensity for perpendicular
larization was a factor of 1.12 higher than for parallel pol
ization, i.e., the electric field was 6% larger. This deviati
results from the fact that thel/4 plate was designed fo
610 nm.

Studying ionization without alignment requires a mo
ecule with large moment of inertia and small anisotro
polarizability @Eq. ~1!#. CH2I2 is such a candidate since~i! it
has with r (IuI) 53.58 Å @20# a moment of inertia 1.7
times larger than I2; ~ii ! it has an anisotropic static polariz
ability, a i2a' ~defined relative to the I—I bond axis!,
which is equal to that of I2 at req and 30% smaller than tha
of elongated I2 at 3.6 Å @21,22#; ~iii ! this anisotropy of the
polarizability of CH2I2 should decrease@21# as the carbon-
iodine bond length increases, until the Cn12Im1 bonds
break~electrons localize!; ~iv! after the carbon and hydroge
fragments leave CH2I2 , a i(v0) 2a'(v0) of the remaining
elongated I2 is small since 3.6 Å is the characteristic di
tance for electron localization in all charge states of I2 @13#.

Note, that the large mass differences between the c
stituents of CH2I2 separate the time scales of motions
volved in dissociative ionization. Hydrogen and carbon d
part quickly, leaving the heavier fragments almost in th
original position. Assuming Coulomb potentials and u
charge on the carbon and iodine fragments, the C—I bond
length doubles within 40 fs. Experimentally we observe C21

fragments with typical explosion velocities of 0.26 Å/
('40 eV). Thus for CH2I2 molecules in the high-intensity
region of the laser focus~labeled by the charge state th
fragments reach! isolated iodine ions are produced well b
fore the peak of our 80-fs pulse and close to their origi
internuclear separation ofR'3.6 Å. This allows a detailed
comparison with iodine sinceR'3.6 Å is also the critical
distance for I2.

Figure 1 shows the kinetic-energy distributions of the I21

fragments of CH2I2 for the three laser polarizations. Th
fragmentation channels are labeled with the charge state
the two ionic fragments. Parallel and circular polarizatio
yield approximately equal signals for the 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, a
even the 3-3 and 3-4 channels~not shown!, which confirms
k
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that primarily the parallel component of the field is impo
tant. In the absence of alignment the large difference in s
nal between circular~parallel! and perpendicular polarizatio
can only be due to angle-dependent ionization. Thus, al
ment can be observed, even in the presence of an
dependent ionization, by comparing the signal intensities
tained with parallel and circular polarized light.

We study a series of diatomic molecules with decreas
moment of inertia (I2 ,Br2 ,Cl2, and O2). Figure 2 depicts the
time-of-flight distributions for In1 and Cln1(n52,3) for the
three different polarization states. Since the ionization rat
primarily determined by the parallel field component, diffe
ent strengths of the fragment signals for parallel and circu
polarization measure the degree of alignment.

The following observations can be made based on th2
data:~i! The kinetic energy of the I21 ~and I31) fragments
are nearly identical to the corresponding peaks in the CH2I2

FIG. 1. Kinetic-energy distribution of I21 resulting from the
explosion of CH2I2 for circular laser polarization as well as fo
parallel or perpendicular polarization with respect to the molecu
axis. The ion signals for parallel and circular polarization are
proximately equal.

FIG. 2. Flight time distributions of the ionic fragments for chlo
rine ~above! and iodine~below!. The I21 intensities for parallel and
circular polarization are nearly equal, whereas they differ sign
cantly for Cl21, showing the absence of alignment for the iodi
molecule.
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data. For example, the kinetic energy in the 2-1 channe
5% larger for iodine than for CH2I2, and in the 2-2 channe
the kinetic energy is 11% larger for the fragments of I2 than
for those of CH2I2. ~ii ! The signal strength of the 2-1 chann
is identical for parallel and circular polarization, while fo
2-2 only a slight difference can be detected. Diatomic iod
does not significantly align for laser intensities below t
threshold for I2

51 . ~iii ! The splitting of the peaks of the
same fragment channel~and thus the kinetic energy of th
fragments! is identical for parallel and circular polarization
This is in contradiction to Brewczyket al. @3#, who inter-
preted their calculated results by a shielding effect due
highly excited ‘‘not quite ionized’’ electrons for linearly po
larized light. If shielding were important, the electrons wou
be driven away by the circularly polarized light, making t
shielding ineffective and resulting in a larger kinetic ener
of the fragment ions.~iv! The I31 portion of the spectrum
shows that alignment increases for higher charge states

Observation~i! above shows that the I21,31 fragments
from both CH2I2 and I2 originate from approximately the
same internuclear distance, which is consistent with a crit
distance of 3.6 Å@12#. Thus, the two atoms in the iodin
molecule must have moved out during the rising edge of
laser pulse, which excites all molecules into mostly dissoc
tive states@23#. The nearly equal ion signal in Fig. 2 at lo
kinetic energies forEir as for E'r shows that the sam
fraction of molecules is in dissociative states and reaches
critical distance at low laser intensity, either in the ou
regions of the focus or in the rising edge of the pulse in
inner regions of the focus.

This excitation of molecules irrespective of their orien
tion is an alternative interpretation of the pump-probe exp
ments@8,9#, which have so far been claimed as unambiguo
evidence for alignment. If the preceding perpendicular pu
laser pulse excites almost all molecules, these are lar
dissociated by the time the second parallel polarized p
arrives. Therefore, fewer ions will be observed in the sa
ionization channel in the pump-probe induced fragm
spectrum.

The chlorine data show~a! the same kinetic energy split
ting for circular and parallel polarized light, i.e., again n
shielding by Rydberg electrons;~b! that the intensity of Cl21

in the 2-1 channel~forward ions! for parallel polarization is a
factor of 2 higher than for circular polarization, which
consistent with a higher degree of dynamic alignment;~c!
that the angle-dependent ionization causes a factor of
intensity between perpendicular and circular polarizati
Based on these quantitative data and those of Br2 and O2
~not shown! we see that lighter molecules are partially alig
ing, even in a pulse as short as 80 fs, with the degree
alignment increasing for higher charge states and for
creasing initial moment of inertia.

Alignment is far from instantaneous, as can be seen b
classical estimate assuming constant angular acceler
during a rectangular 80-fs laser pulse. Using the polariza
ity components defined relative to the molecular symme
axis of the neutral I2 ,a i2a'57.6310240 A s m2/V @24#,
the moment of inertia atr e , and the maximum field given by
the ionization threshold of I2

21 , Eth51.53108 V/cm, one
obtains a total angle changeDu54.2°.
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A better description is obtained by solving numerica
the classical equations of motion for the internuclear dista
and for the angleu between molecular axis and laser pola
ization. While the internuclear distance is assumed to
crease due to Coulomb repulsion, the angular acceleratio
given by the torqueM5d3E on the molecular dipole mo
ment d induced by the laser fieldE~t!. During dissociative
ionization, the moment of inertiaI (t)5mr(t)2/2 is time de-
pendent, leading to

ü52
a i2a'

I
E~ t !2 cosu sinu12

ṙ

r
u̇. ~1!

An additional term due to the initial angular-momentum pr
jection on the laser polarization axis,Mz , given by
Mz

2 cosu/I2 sin3 u @25# can be neglected for the strong las
fields considered here. The mass of the molecule has
counteracting effects in the angular acceleration proces
light molecule is easy to accelerate, but the internuclear
tance increases quickly, once the molecule reaches a d
ciative state. Thus, the increasing moment of inertia lead
a reduced or even negative angular acceleration@second term
on right-hand side of Eq.~1!# while the laser field is still on,
and leads to an angular deceleration when the laser is o

Using the measured threshold intensities for I2
n1 @26# and

a Gaussian laser pulse time profile, Eq.~1! overestimates the
experimental alignment for iodine by a factor of 2 but und
estimates the effect for chlorine by a factor of 2. The ac
racy is limited by the uncertainties of the electronic prop
ties (a and the threshold laser fields for ionization!. While
the ground-state polarizability of a neutral molecule is w
known, it is not for elongated and excited molecules or
molecular ions. Note, that~i! for neutral diatomic molecules
an increase ofa i with elongation was found by quantum
chemical calculations@27,21#; ~ii ! the relation betweena and
oscillator strengthf i j ,a(u j &)'( i f i j /v i j

2 , with transition en-
ergiesv i j indicates an overall decrease ofa with increasing
charge@28#; recent calculations@21# show a decrease ofa
from neutral iodine to I2

61 by a factor of 2;~iii ! a can be
negative in some excited states;~iv! for increasing laser field
the polarizability differs from the zero field value even in th
electronic ground state@29#; ~v! when r reaches the critica
distance, electron localization occurs and the anisotropy
the frequency-dependent polarizabilitya(v0) must decrease
This can be understood as a consequence of the shallow
ternal barrier of the double-well potential of the elongat
molecule. These severe uncertainties of the polarizab
lead to the overestimate of alignment in the former calcu
tions @9# performed in our group.

Since iodine does not align significantly for charge sta
below 51, we can use the 2-1 channel to extract a quant
tive measure of the increase of the ionization rate betw
parallel and perpendicular polarization. Since our laser p
intensity exceeds 1016 W/cm2, the ionization into the triply
charged state I2

31 is saturated, i.e., all ions come from th
region of the laser focus where the laser intensity exceeds
threshold for triple ionization but stays below fourfold ion
ization. The volume of this region increases with the thre
old intensity as Ith

3/2(I2
31). The observed tenfold increase

ion signal for parallel compared to perpendicular polarizat
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is therefore equivalent to a decrease of the threshold inten
by about 4.5. We measured the same change of thres
intensity by decreasing the laser intensity of the parallel
larization until the ion signal for parallel polarization equal
the ion signal for perpendicular polarization at the previo
intensity. Based on Ammosov-Delone-Krainov theory@30#
we estimate an increase in intensity of 4.5 changes the
ization rate~in the region of 1013 s21) by 103, while a de-
crease in intensity of 4.5 changes the rate by 106.

In conclusion, we have presented a method to disenta
the contributions of angle-dependent ionization and of ali
ment, respectively, to the anisotropy of the fragment dis
bution. For I2, where alignment is negligible at fiel
strengths below the ionization threshold for I2

51 , it is now
possible to measure the relative ionization rate for para
tt
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and perpendicular light in the nonsaturated regime@31#. Dy-
namic alignment during an 80-fs laser pulse becomes m
significant for higher field strengths and for the lighter mo
ecules. The calculation of alignment in either femtosecond
picosecond pulses is extremely difficult due to uncertain
in polarizability in the multitude of states that the molecu
passes through during dissociative ionization. It is theref
important to investigate to what extent the anisotropy of
fragment distribution in picosecond pulse experime
@29,4#, for which our proposed method is valid as well,
due to dynamic alignment.
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